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A RE THE 'MENTALLY ILL'?
WHO ARE

Concern

ab~ut
ab~ut

legRI rights of. those classified as mentally ill has greatly
the legal
advanced in recent years. Official reports in Britain~ and Australia2 , as well as' a
advunced
wealth of medical and legal writing, have addressed particular. issues. WherlfRs the typical
proQlems is to send them to a committee, in the United States
British solution to difficult proQletiis
3.- The very
m3.m

out the legal rights of the mentally
courtrooms have been used to spell out

concept of 'mental illness' itself has been -questioned and in. some pieces vehemently
criticised. 4

Australia's: mental health laws do not specifIcally
Australia'S:

'd~fine
;d~fine

what is meant by

'mental illness,.5 This lack of precision, coupled with the very -great power of personal
o.ppression which may attend the diagnosis, is the source of the lawyerls concern.
oppression
We are not dealing here with trifling numbers of our fellow citizens. More than
60,000 people enter Australian mental hospitals every year. Between 25% and 30% of this
number ar"e committed as involuntary patients. What we are.
are" dealing with, then, is the
personal freedom and individ!Jal
individIJal liberty of a l~ge and probably growing section of the
communit~.
communit~.

One can see the problem in better

pe~spective
pe~spective

if it is remembered that on
average" the number confined in Australian prisons is in the order of 10,000 people. 6
lawls attention to highly detailed protective
Rightly, we "devote a great deal of the lawls
machinery, refined over many centuries, to ensure that individuals are not unlawfully or
needlessly committed to prisons.
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question
The same forces which lead liS,·
US,' in the area of criminal punishment, to question

alternativ~s,
closely the utility of institutional confinement and to se'arch for effective alternativ~s,
require similar questions to be asked in respect of societts
societyls response to those ding-nosed as

Imentally ill'. Institutions 8.re not only extremely
lmentally

c~pensive
c~pensive

to the community which funds

self-relL'lnce nnd
them. They are frequently oppressive to the individual, destructive of self-relL'l.nce
sometimes brutalising both to the-institutionalised and those who guard them.
thal, to date, comparatively,
comparativ£ly little work has been done to study the
, It appears that,

utility, both for patient and for society, of confirlement in Australian mental hospitals. A
ndmissiol)s to the Rozelle Admission
study by Dr. O.V. Briscoe analysed 1,000 consecutive lldmissiol)S
Cc~tre,
Cc~tre,

Callan Park Hospital, in Sydney. Dr. Briscoe

fOU(ld

that over one
onc hnlf of thl?se
th!?se

admitted were not suffering from 'mental illness' in any strict interpretation of the term.
According to his study, most of those persons were suffering personality disorders or
drun]<enness
drunl<enness or were vagrants r~quiring
r~quiring social attention or individuals displaying symptoms
7
of instability in public. At a Melbourne seminar a number of medical officers claimed
thot people in urgent need of medical attention through accident or serious illness were
inappropriately certified and that one in e·very five patients (some claimed onc in three)
certified could .be sent home immediately.S A newspaper report attributed agreement
with this claim to the Deputy Cha.irman of the Mental Health Authority in Vict.oria. 9
THE 'FIRST WAVE'
Moves to ameliorate the treatment of the mentally ill can be traced to Biblical
tim·es. In rece~t Australian history, however, the 'first wave' of lJlental
lJ1ental health law reform
tim-es.
19505 and early 1960s
19605 with the passage in all States of Mental Health
occurred in the late 1950s
Acts, replacing· 19th century lunacy laws. Important measures were taken towards
liberalising the mental health laws of Australia. These steps were vital to provide the
ground for greater community understanding of the problems and possibilities in the area
of mental health. The most important innovation was probably the facilitating of
voluntary

admissions

to

mental

hospitals.

Such

admissions

now

constitute

the

overwhelming majority of admissions into mental hospitals in Australia. Until this reform,
incompatihle with lunacy laws for a person to form
it had generally been felt that it was incompatible
the sufficient intent to seek admission

vol~ntarily.
val~ntarily.

Such were the forbidding physical

asylums'l that this view was perhaps
conditions and surroundings of the so-called 'lunatic
Ilunatic asylums
understandable. When the high walls which physically guarded the 'asylums!
'asylums' came down,
the community's attitudes to mental health began to change. Let no-one doubt that these
were salutary, overdue, beneficial developments.

,.

-

-.~.
..~.

Jegal
But at the same time as lunacy laws were repealed, their system of close legal
regulation was, by and large, replaced by a system of enlllrged medical oiscretion.
discretion. The
chief characteristic of the 181)8 Lunacy Act in New South Wales, for example, was that
perso'ns were no~ involuntarily detained without a fun
full and open inquiry by a judicial
adn,ission. This inquiry was held away from the hospital
officer (a magistrate) before their adn.ission.
itself. The involuntary loss of liberty could not OCcur without an appropriate ju_dicial
proceedings.1 0O After the 'first wave
wave!l of refor'm, things
order, given in orthodox legal proceedings.l
changed. For example, in the N.S.W. Act of 1958 it became possible for a person to be
nn admission centre on the certificate of one doctor alone. A very limited
taken to an
magisterial hearing would take place, not in a place away from the hospital itself, but at
hos(?ital in which the person was involuntarily detained. This remains the position
the very hos!?ital
in New South Wales today. It is not atypical. It was criticised in a report of the N.S.W.
Mental Health Act Review Committee chaired by Dr. G.A. Edwards)l That 'committee,
established in 1972, reported in 1976. The basic approach of the committee was to propose
the significant reduction of some of the powers and discretions of the

medi~al
medi~al

profession

'in orner to lny I!,rentel'
J?:rentel" emphasis upon the rights of the patient and the provision of
maChinery protective of those
machinery

right~.
right~.

So far as the control of psycho-surgery was

concerned, the report of a COrI.1rnittee
C0".lrnittee of Inquiry chaired by Mr. M. L. Foster Q.C.
cons~derably more stringent than those proposed by Dr.
recommended restrictions cons~derably
Edwards.l 2 LegiSla'tio'}.,...ih
Legisla·tio'}.~,jh New South Wales following these two reports, amending the
1958 Mental Health Act of that State, has been foreShadowed.
THE 'SECOND WAVE'

The change of approach Signified
signified by the !second
'second wave' is indicated in the
Edwards Committee report. It recognised that a person suffering from mental illness
(within the general sense of tl18.t
tJ1at term) might suffer harm other than physical harm. He
might suffer social harm in the nature of embarrassment or ridicule. He might suffer
harm in the nature of lost employment prospects or harm of a financial nature for himself
himse1f
or his family. However, it was the view of the committee that, Whilst
whilst it would in some
Cases be appropriate for attempts to be made to persuade such a person to accept
voluntary treatment, harm of a social, moral or financial nature should not

j~stify
j~stify

detention without consent. In other wqrds, the approach taken suggested aa. much stricter
requirement of what constitutes 'harm', before a person should unwillingly lose
Jose his
freedom.
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In South Australia,
Australis, important reforms to mental health law commenced
operation- in October 1979 when the Mental Health Act 1976-7 was proclaimed to come.
into effect.1 3 The Act provides a new approach to the treatment and protection of

persons who are mentally ill or handicapped. It expressly provides a list of objectives
which

the

Director of Mental Health Services and the South AustraJan Health

Commission should !seek to attain '. 14 The first of t!lese objectives is that patients
care. IS5 The second is:
should receive the best possible treatment and care.l

(b)

To minimise restrictions upon the liberty of patients, nnd interference with
their rights, dignity and self-respect, so far- as is consistent with t!lC proper
protection and care of the patients themselves and with the protection of the
public.
pUblic.

The Act introduces detailed machinery and procedures which are designed to achieve the
inVOluntary and immediate admission
stated objects. In section 14 provision is made for involuntary
and detention of a person in an approved hospital. It is required that the legally qualified
medical practitioner should be satisfied:
(a)
(8)

that the person is suffering from a mental illness that requires immediate
,,,,,'
.;/

treatment;
(b)

that such treatment can be obtained by admission to and detention in an
approved hospital; "and

(c)

,admi~ted as 8a patient in an approved hospital in the
that that person should i?e .admi~ted

interests .of his' own health and safety or for the protection of other.persons.
Austro.1ian Aat is quite close to that proposed by the
The definition in the new South Australian
Edwards Committee in New South Wales, although it is somewhat wider. It leaves
what is in the 'interests of
of'l the health
significant room for medical discretion in respect of what
'safety' should be 'the
of the patient. It omits the Edwards requirement that the risk to !safety'
injury'. The reference to 'the protection of other personsi is not
risk of serious bodily injuryl.
defined, although,

in

the context, it may, as a matter of law, exclude mere affront to.

other persons, or upsetting susceptible and orthodox people who become offended with
~ccentric or unusual.
behaviour th"at is merely ~ccentric

- 5"-

The

lawy~r's
lawy~r's

reservations stem from the fact that mental illness is. rarely

textbooks.1 6 The apparent faith in psychiatry is not always
defined, ev~n in r?sychiatric textbooks.l
borne out by the results of psychiatric treatment. Many psychiatrists would surely agree
with. this. Within psychiatry there are differing and

some~imes
some~imes

competing or even

Withou~ specific criteria and a
n real prospect of usefUl'
conflicting schools of thought. Withou~

particular case, may he oppressive and
curative treatment, commitment to a hospital, in n particUlar
even arbitrary. There are obvious dangers in sohiety's implicitly trusting the power of a
psychiatric cure, particularly for those 'who do not conform to orthodox social and ethical
standards. 17

ONTARIO REFORMS: SPELLING OUT THE CRITERIA

The lack of definition of !mental
'mental illness!, the extreme consequences that may

attend its diagnosis, and the growing enlightenment of the community about mental health
attend
and tolerance of unorthodoxy and individual differences has If!d to efforts to spell Qut
out

more clearly, and in a much more circumscribed way, the cQnditions under which
diagnosed mental illness can lead to involuntary confinement. Perhaps the most notable
recent attempt is that by the legislatnre and government ,of the Canadian Province of

Ontario.
c0l!lmence on 1
Ontario~ Changes to the Mental Health Act of Ontario were proclaimed to c0I!lmence
thoughtful debate in the legislature.
November 1978. They followed a careful study and a thoughtfUl

The prine'ipal aim was to clarify ,the legal rules governing mental health care in the
Province. The reforms were introduced with a full realisation that Canadian statistics
'peo!?le would, at some point in their lives, require
showed that an high proportion of 'peol;lle
hospitalisntion.because
disorqer.l 8
hospitalisation.
because of some 'form of mental disorqer.I
As in Australia, voluntary admissions to psychiatric hospitals in Ontario
numbered about 75%.1 9 Rehabilitation services, outpatient care, counselling services
and volunteer programs have all been increased. But the problem for the law remains.
While these changes in professional and community attitudes and treatment methods were
Thcre
taking place over .the past decade, the surrounding legislation was standing still. There
was also confusion about some of the terms in the legislation. Because of the uncertainty
of the 'safety' concept and the .different approach taken to it by different physicians 20 ,:
the Ontario Act was drawn up to be much more. specific.
Where a physician examines a person and has reasonable cause to believe that
the person:
(a)

has threatened or attempted or is threatening or attempting to cause
bodily harm to himself;

(b)

has b:haved or is betwving
betlD.ving violently towards another person or has caused
himj or
or is causing another person to fear bodily harm from him;

(c)

has shown or t'5 showing a lack or competence to care for himself

~;,},
~;,}
.
and if in addjtion
person is apparently
add5tion the physician
physician is of the opinion that the per.son
'

suffering
SUffering from,.mental disorder of n nature or quality that i<; likely to result in
(d)

serious bodily llnrm to the person;
personj

(e)

serious bodily harm to another person;
personj or

(f)
(n

imminent and serious physical impairment of the person

the physician may m'ake
mOake application in the prescribed form for a psychiatric
assessment of the person.
The Ontario criteria are narrower than those contained in the South Australian Act. They
are much narrower than those contained in any other Australian statute.
stAtute. The generality of
the language of 'in the interests of his own health
health'i or 'in the interests of his safety' or lfor
'for
persons't is abandoned fo.r a much more rigorous and specific list of
the protection of other persons
criteria. These lay emphasis, in the mind of the physician, upon the reasonable conviction
of two things. The first, as to past behaviour, lays emphasis upon bodily harm and
inco.mpetence to care for himself. The second, which is also required, is directed at future
behaviour. It requires an assessment of a. serious physical or bodily risk if .nothing is done.
It is a long way fr0m mere affront or harmless un-orthodoxy.

An approach

alternative to that adopted in the Ontario statute is to retain

language of the generality found in relevant Australian Acts and either to provide for the.
statutory exclusion of certain innocuous conduct or to supply

machi~ery
machi~ery

providing

external scrutiny of medical decisions which will ensure proper· weight is given to the
value our society traditionally puts upon liberty: inclUding
including the liberty of those alleged
al1eged to
be mentaily ill.
PROVISION OF PROTECTIVE MACHINERY
It is in this last approach that the new South Australian legislation makes
important advances. Everyone, concerned with mental health law reform in Australia will

be

studyin~
studyin~

the effectiveness of their operation.

A Mental Health Review Tribunal is established to consider whether a person
continue to
to be held involuntarily. It must carry out its review within two months of
should continne
a person's being received into custody or detention and thereafter the circumstances of
the person must be reviewed at periodic intervals, at least ev·ery six months, so long ~ he
remains ·in
,in. involuntary custody.21 Tn addition to statutory review, provision is made for
appeal to the .tribunal against detention or other orders of the new Guardianship Board.
Provision is also made for an appeal to the Supreme Court from any decision or order of
the Tribunal. A relative of the patient is given legal

stand~ng
stand~ng

to institute such an appeal.

Section 16 of the Act provides that patients and relatives are to be given a printed
statement setting.
setting _out rights of appeal and rights to representation. 22 Perhaps the most
provides·-that
that in
innovative provision of the new South Australian Act is section 39 which provides
every application to the Tribunal or Supreme Court the person in respect of whom the
appeal is brought shall be represented by counsel. Neither the tribunal nor the court may
dispense with this req;Ji"rement unless it is satisfied that the person does not wish to be
of his mental faciiities to make a
represented and that the person 'has
lhas sufficient command of
rational
rotional

judgm~nt
jUdgm~nt

in the matter'. Provision is made for a system of representation for

those persons unable or unwilling to meet the costs of engaging a lawyer. I understand
.that in practice the scheme is administered by the Legal Services Commission. The Health
Commission is to pay the

~osts.
~osts.

y.7
.;J.

So far as published material is concerned, the only report on the operation of
the new scheme records that
tliat to the end of February 1980 the Guardianship Board
Board had
made over 150 orders but the ·Tribunal
-Tribunal had heard only one appeal against detention and in
that case the· patient was unrepresented. By 18 March

1980, 5. applications for
23
represeritation.at
These figures, and later
representation. at appeals against detention had been lodged.

information, may indicate a growing use of the- new machinery and the effectiveness of
external legal review. rt will
wHl be important to know whether the law's machinery can act
quickiy enough, sensitively enough and with an appropriate mixture of trus.t in professional
medical judgments, on the one hand, a.nd scepticism about claims of psychiatric diagnosis
and treatment, on the other.
That there is usually a need for effective representation of the individual if·
external. scrutiny is to be more than a placebo, is plain from the experience gathered on
the operation of other Australian Mental Health Acts. In New South Wales, the Edwards
Committee recommended that a pilot
pHot scheme be imp!eme'nted
imp!eme·nted to investigate the
desirability or otherwise of providing a legal representation service for all patients
admitted involuntarily to a mental hospital. The Legal

Rep~esentati.on
Rep~esentati.on

Committee was

established in May 1976, chaired by Dr. L. Young. In the course of the pilot project,
various forms of representation were tried: a duty solicitor scheme, a full-time Jegal
officer scheme and a full-time non-legal representative scheme. In July 1978 the
committee presented a report to the N.S.W. Minister for Health:
Statistical data collected by the committee at Rozelle Hospital indicated that
the discharge rate rose from 2% of cases to 8% when the representative service
was introduced, but that discharged cases tended to occur only after the patient
had attended several ,hearings (i.e.
(Le. had had his/her case deferred at least once).
In fact the number of initial hearings that resulted in a deferment rose from 8%
to 21% with the introduction of patient representation, in spite of the fact that
such a course of action is not one of, the options explicitly stated as being
SUch
A further finding
available to the magistrate in the current Mental Health Act. A

was that with the introduction of patient representation, magistrates were
more likely than before to specify shorter committal periods. Committal orders
for the maximum (?eriod allowed (six months) fell from 89% of cases to 50% nnd
rOSe from 3% to 29%. Survey datu
data
orders for committal for shorter periods rose
~hile some medical staff were critical of particu~ar
particu~ar aspects of
revealed that ~hile
the representation at Rozelle, the clear majority believed that there should be

some form

of,:.t~tient
of...t~tient representation at committal h~arings.
h~arings.

The N.S.W. Committee recommended a policy of providing free representation, the
establishment of a service effi(?loying
employing one lawyer, three non-lawyers whQ would be
representatives and one adminL'itrative officer, and that the scheme be implemented as Ha
pilot (?roject
project for 12 months so that its effectiveness could be judged.
Before the Young Report, the Edwards Committee had estimated that fewer
than one in ten (?ersons
persons a(?pearing before a- magistrate for involuntary committal were
legally re(?resented. But the Young Committee noted

t~at,
t~at,

haying monitored over 900

cases at admission centres other than Rozelle, it could be confidently
actual rate of representation was

le~s

st~ted
st~ted

that the

than one in a hundreq. Young also found that

committal for the maximum (?eriod
period allowable by law tended to be made routinely by some
magis~rates.
magis~rates. It

cited Newcastle, Kenmore and G1adesville
Gladesville Hospitals as containing inmates

98% oJ whom were subject to six-month orders. Most cases had been
medical evidence only: making questioning or

clarifica~ton
clarifica~ton

de~l1t
de~llt

with on .written
,written

of the medical assessment

difficult or inconvenient. The Young Report
Re(?ort disclosed that medical staff attended only 3%
of inquiries
inqUiries at Gladesville, 5% at Rydalmere and 6% at North Ryde. Attendance of
relatives Was ,also generally low. This was blamed, in part, upon the obscure nature of the
form of notice given. 24
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When the cqmmunity is helped by education to get out of its mind stereotype
problems, these developJ'nents will come to .pe seen
pictures of- people with mental health problems)

as socially desirable. It is vital that the system of involuntary admission should be
recogr:ised as second only to the criminal justice system in the impact it can have on the
civil rights of the individual to liberty. Imagine what an outcry there would be if a person

were sentenced to imprisonment in Australia without a trial or for a generalised purpose
such as 'the protection of others!. Nowadays, few are liable to imprisonment for a crime
. without having had the benefit of legnl-representation. 25 The needs of those subject to
invo~untary
invo~untary

criminlll
admission to a mental hospital may even be greater than those of criminl11

suspects. Because of disability and medication, their capacity to \?resent
j?resent their own case
substantially diminished. This is not a mAtter of forcing
forCing lawyers nnd other
may be SUbstantially
representatives on confused, disturbed or dangerous mental patients. It is a matter of
peo\?le whose conduct, though it
providing checks against the needless loss of freedom by peoj?le
norma] w"ey the
may be unusual, does not typically endanger themselves or society. The normal
English-speaking people have provided those checks is by an adversary process which pUls
the claims of authority under attentive, vigorous questioning. It has been
assertions and lhe
said that the very existence of this scrutiny is the reason why oppression and the
interference of authority is rarer in our form of society than in most others.
REFORM OF SUICIDE LAW
not been
There are many topics of mental health and the law which have not
mentioned in this lecture. The special .new problems created by drugs of addiction26,
the discrete problems of the intellectually handicapped 27 , the special necessities of
persons found mentally ill or incompetent before or at a· criminal trial28, how to
scru·tinise and review persons held during the Governor-General's or Governor's pleasure
and the reform of the law relating to sU.icide. All of these, and mal}Y more, requ,ire
attention. I address only the issue of suicide.
In New South Wales and South Australia it is still a common law misdemeanour
to attempt to commit suicide. A survivor of a 'suicide pact' who kills the other party, is
guilty of murder, for the common law regards such a person as having encouraged the
gUilty
other to commit self murder. The Criminal Codes of Queensland, Tasmania and Western
Australia did not treat suicide as a form of murder. Specific crimes were created or
aiding or instigating the suicide of another or of attempting to commit suicide. The criII1e
~ttempted suicide was repeated in Tasmania in 1957 and in Western Australia in 1972.
o.f ~ttempted

- 10 -

In the United Kingdom, by virtue of the Suicide Act 1961, suicide has ceased to

be a crime. The Act provided simply that the rule of law whereby it is a crime for a
person to commit suicide is hereby abrogated. 29
Section 2 of the same

:~ct
:~ct

created

8

speciJic
specific offence of aiding, abetting, counselling or

procuring a suicide or attempted suicide. Victoria has enacted provisions similar to thOSe
those
of the United Kingdom Act. Since the Crimes Act 1'967 (Vic.), suicide nnd attempted

suicide have ceased to be criminal acts. The survivor of a suici,de pact (who apart from
the statute itself WOUld. be guilty of murder) is nov/ liable to be charged
chArged only with

manslaughter.
The Criminal Law and Penal Methods Reform Committee in South Australia,

chaired by Justice Roma Mitchell, recommended that legislation should be introduced
similar to that of Victoria. It pointed out that

th~

prosecution of a person for attempted

suicide was unlikely to be a deterrent either to the persons themselves or to others with a
similflf
nttempt suicide. The
similf.lr intention. Current practice is not to prosecute those who tlttempt
Mitchell Committee's
Committeets investigations ascertained that there had been no prosecution for
many years. The position is similar in New
Ne\..· South Wales. But lasting reform is not achieved
by reliance on a prosecutor's discretion.
On 30 November 1978 the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales agreed to a
motion calling- for abolition of the offence of attempting to commit suicide. It proposed
that compassionate laws be immediately enacted to provide assistance to treatment of
and support services for persons who attempted to take their own lives. No reform has yet
occurred.
No useful purpose can be served by retaining the crime of attempting to
commit suicide. Vvhat utility does the maintenance of this crime serve, partiCUlarly
particularly when
it is now well known that the crime is not prosecuted? Some

mi~ht
mi~ht

even say that if there

depression of the suicide would be intensified and an
were a real risk of prosecution, the depreSSion
additional basis provided for further and successful attempts. The road to reform here
requires:
tin the books'
books t into line with the law in practice;
bringing the law lin
abrogation of the law under which suicide or

attempt~d
attempt~d suicide

is a crimei

survivot" of a suicide pact who kills the deceased party is guilty
provision that the survivO('
not of murder but of manslaughter; and
provision for a specific offence of inciting, counselling, aiding or abetting the
suicide or attempted suicide of another.

• .L',

The provision of proper support

-ll-u-

ser~ices
ser~ices

and facilities and the amendment of the criminal

law in this way would result in provisions much more closely tuned to society's

compassionate attitude to this problem. We have come a long way since the suicide was
buried at the crossroads, far from hallowed ground, and with a stake through his heart.·
But Whilst
whilst society and medicine move on,'
on,· the law marches with them 'but in the rear And

limping a little'.
little l •
DOWN WITH STEREOTYPES!

1981 will be the International Year of Disabled Persons. The Commonwealth

and the States are already preparing. In the proper c:oncern
c:oncern''about
about handicaps suffered by
people with physical disabilities, Australian society should not overlook the handicaps of

those with mental disabilities. Perhaps the International Year of Disabled Persons will be
an unrivalled opportunity for public education. The motto'
motto· of the Year should be 'Down

Stereotypes! I The medical profession, the healing
With Stereotypes!'

profes~ions
Drofes~ions

generally and
find many

others in society will contribute to ideas and activities durinw the International Ycar
Year of
Disabled PE;rsons. There is no doubt
dOUbt that the mentally ill and the Intellectually
handicapDed
handicapped suffer additional disadvantages in the state of our law. It is my hope that

play their part
lawyers, lawmakers and law reformers will Dlay
Dart to improve this situation. In the
area of mental health, there is Dlenty
plenty of room for law reform.
.

...'.¥
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